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Cryptocurrencies are revolutionizing the online gambling industry for the better, offering fast, convenient, and more secure services for gamblers in the US. One digital currency that’s leading the charge is Bitcoin. Of course, Bitcoin is the most popular cryptocurrency. That’s why there are numerous online casinos that accept Bitcoin in the US. Nevertheless, Bitcoin isn’t the only crypto token, as players can now play their favorite online casino games with tokens like Ethereum, Tether, Litecoin, Dogecoin, etc. With these digital currencies, US gamblers can enjoy various benefits, such as low transaction costs, fast deposits and withdrawals, and an extensive range of crypto payment options.




In addition, playing with cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin offers players an added layer of iron-clad security measures that ensures their safety and privacy while gambling online. This encyclopedic article will help you smoothly navigate the world of crypto gambling, as it will feature a brief history of cryptocurrencies and the most popular tokens. Also, you’ll learn the key features of all crypto casinos and their differences from traditional platforms, the games and bonuses available, depositing and withdrawing, and the pros and cons of US Bitcoin casinos. Scroll down to find out more.
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History of Bitcoin




We cannot review the origin of Bitcoin without covering cryptocurrencies in general. Bitcoin is a cryptocurrency (commonly known as crypto), but what are cryptocurrencies? These are digital assets/currencies used as a mode of exchange (selling and buying). Cryptocurrencies aren’t tangible like cash, but they’re used in a similar fashion, paying for services, buying goods online, etc. Nevertheless, cryptos are decentralized currencies, meaning no government or single organization, such as banks, can maintain or uphold them. Instead, the decentralized system allows peer-to-peer (P2P) transactions where involved parties verify the transfer of funds, thus eliminating the need for conventional intermediaries like banks. These transactions are stored in a computerized database (digital ledger) that uses cryptographic blockchain technology to secure all records.




Bitcoin was the first crypto to be launched in 2009, but its history dates back to 1983 when an American cryptographer, David Chaum, birthed the idea of cryptocurrencies through his published paper. The paper publication outlined the idea of creating a decentralized currency that could be sent anonymously in the absence of intermediaries. Later, in 1989, David Chaum added to his innovation and developed a proto-currency, Digi Cash, that needed special encrypted keys for withdrawals from banks. Nine years later (1998), another innovator, Nick Szabo, designed an electronic cash system, Bit Gold, that merged with David Chaum’s theory to fabricate a product similar to Bitcoin. But unfortunately, Nick’s concept didn’t include the decentralization element.




However, there was a breakthrough in 2008 when Satoshi Nakamoto tackled the decentralization flaw in his paper “Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System.” As such, Bitcoin’s blockchain network, which utilizes the cryptographic SHA-256 hash function, was launched in 2009 and has since experienced significant growth, reaching an all-time high of USD 69,000. Ethereum, the second most popular cryptocurrency, was established in 2015 and introduced the concept of smart contracts, enabling the launch of other tokens on its blockchain network. Cryptocurrencies have become prevalent in various industries, including online gambling, and other cryptocurrencies, such as Litecoin, Dogecoin, Cardano, Ripple, and Tether, among others, have emerged.




Features of cryptocurrencies




Below we’ll look at the main features of cryptocurrencies to help you understand them better:




	As mentioned above, cryptocurrencies function on a decentralized network. That means no intermediaries like banks or governments can uphold them. Instead, they operate on a self-sustaining computer network database.
	They’re not geo-specific like fiat payment options. As such, anyone in the world can pay for services via cryptocurrencies.
	Cryptocurrency transactions are lightning-fast, taking about 10 minutes or less to be confirmed. This is because the lack of intermediaries, which generally slows transactions, makes crypto payments fast.
	Unfortunately, crypto transactions are irreversible. So, you can’t recover your funds if you provide the wrong wallet address when depositing or withdrawing at top Bitcoin casinos in the USA.
	Cryptocurrencies are transparent since all P2P transactions are recorded on a public digital ledger on the cryptographic blockchain, and all users can access them.
	Cryptocurrencies offer some sense of anonymity since, when transacting, you don’t share your private and sensitive data. Usually, a wallet address is enough to send and receive funds in your preferred cryptocurrency. Therefore, you basically hide your real identity.
	In addition, and most importantly, cryptocurrencies offer Pentagon-level security to users thanks to blockchain encryption tech, which is practically impenetrable.





Most popular cryptocurrencies in the USA




Although cryptocurrencies weren’t popular when it all began, they’ve rapidly garnered plenty of traction in the iGaming niche and other sectors. Currently, there are numerous cryptocurrency options you can gamble with, including household coins like Bitcoin and Ethereum, each offering different perks like lower transaction fees, speed, etc. That said, below are some of the most popular cryptocurrencies available at top crypto casinos in the USA:




Bitcoin




Bitcoin, abbreviated as BTC, is the most popular cryptocurrency and the largest by market cap in the world. It was launched in 2009 by Satoshi Nakamoto (a pseudonym for a developer or group of developers). BTC operates on a decentralized open-source ledger system referred to as a blockchain. Decentralization means no single authority owns or governs Bitcoin. As such, anyone can acquire this crypto token by buying and selling it on various crypto exchanges. Alternatively, you can get BTC through mining using dedicated software and hardware. 




The mining process involves several computers deciphering complex cryptographic hashes (SHA-256) to verify transaction blocks on the blockchain network, which brings new bitcoins into existence. Essentially, miners get BTC as rewards for verifying these transactions on the network. Bitcoin’s adoption in the gambling industry has led to an increase in the number of new Bitcoin casinos in the US, which offer players super-fast deposits and withdrawals, high-security levels, anonymity, and low to zero transaction fees.




Ethereum




Ethereum is the second most famous cryptocurrency after Bitcoin in stature and by market capitalization. The Ethereum platform was conceived in 2014 by Vitalik Buterin and was later launched in 2014 by Buterin and the founder of ConsenSys (a blockchain software company), Joe Lubin. Ether (ETH) is the native crypto coin of the Ethereum blockchain, and its developers were among the first to realize the unlimited potential of blockchain technology beyond its use as a secure payment method. Unlike Bitcoin, the Ethereum blockchain is designed to be easily programmable, secure, scalable, and decentralized. That’s why many developers use the Ethereum blockchain to come up with various innovations and technologies.




A great example is the Metaverse, Decentraland, to be precise. Another noteworthy feature of Ethereum is that it uses smart contracts. Smart contracts are programs based on the Ethereum blockchain that automatically execute once transacting parties meet the set requirements. Notably, smart contracts are the crucial tool behind decentralized applications like DeFi and NFTs. 




In 2022, Ethereum switched from the proof-of-work (PoW) algorithm (popular in BTC) to proof-of-stake (PoS), allowing network participants (validators) to create new blocks (mine) on the ETH blockchain. The PoS model is better since it’s not energy-intensive when computing to validate blocks. As such, Ethereum offers secure, cheap, and fast transactions, and given its popularity, you’ll find many Ethereum online casino sites in the US.




Tether




Tether, or USDT, is another popular gambling cryptocurrency in US Bitcoin online casinos. However, unlike other crypto tokens, Tether is stable, meaning its price isn’t volatile like in the case of BTC, ETH, etc. That’s because its value is pegged to the US dollar, hence USDT. Therefore, you need not worry about price changes when depositing or withdrawing into or from a Tether casino. 




In addition, Tether is built on various blockchains like Bitcoin Cash’s Standard Ledger Protocol, Ethereum (ERC-20), Liquid Network, and Omni. Solana, Tron (TRC-20), and EOS. This allows Tether to offer the cheapest transactions of all cryptos while providing the same level of top-notch security other tokens offer. Besides that, its transactions are fast, making it an ideal payment option for US gamblers playing at the best crypto casinos.




Litecoin




Litecoin (LTC) is another cryptocurrency you can play with at our recommended top Bitcoin casinos in the USA. It’s not as popular as BTC, but they have some similarities since LTC’s chain contains a slightly modified BTC codebase. A former Google engineer, Charlie Lee, developed Litecoin, an altcoin (alternative coin), in 2011. Charlie Lee referred to Litecoin as a “lite version of Bitcoin.” Like Bitcoin, LTC transactions are stored on the blockchain public ledger and offer the same security levels. However, Litecoin has a few differences. For instance, Litecoin uses the Scrypt algorithm instead of the SHA-256 used in BTC while mining. The former (Scrypt) requires more complex tech and is more memory-intensive but generates blocks (coins) four times faster than the SHA-256 hashing algorithm. In addition, Litecoin processes transactions more quickly than BTC with cheaper fees.




Dogecoin




Dogecoin is an altcoin like LTC. It’s a P2P open-source cryptocurrency that started as a joke to make fun of Bitcoin. Its logo, an image of a Shiba Inu dog, tells it all. However, Dogecoin (DOGE) was well received, and its coin value plummeted immensely. DOGE is built on the Dogecoin blockchain, with its technology being derived from Litecoin. As such, it uses the Scrypt algorithm and proof-of-work technology. In addition, its mining process is quicker than BTC, meaning Dogecoin processes payments faster. 




So, playing at a Dogecoin casino will offer not only speedy transactions but also top-drawer security and low transaction costs. Dogecoin was founded by Jackson Palmer (a product manager at the Adobe Inc. office in Sydney, Australia) and Billy Marcus (a software developer at IBM) in 2013. Notably, Dogecoin’s supply is unlimited since there’s no limit to the number of coins that can be created, like in the case of BTC (21 million lifetime cap).




Binance Coin




BNB, the acronym of Binance Coin, is a crypto token created by the popular cryptocurrency exchange, Binance in 2017. The digital currency started out in Ethereum’s blockchain (ERC-20) but later shifted to its blockchain, the Binance chain. What was created as a utility token has now expanded to multiple applications, including paying for online services, blockchain fees, travel bookings, and online casino deposits and withdrawals. It’s a safe and secure crypto payment option that offers US gamblers anonymity, low transaction fees, and swift transactions. You can purchase this token on Binance or other crypto exchanges through fiat options like Visa, Amex, Mastercard, and others.




Where to purchase crypto for online gambling




If you’re a Bitcoin-savvy gambler with a crypto wallet, you can commence real money casino gambling at our recommended online casinos that accept Bitcoin in the USA. However, if you’re not knowledgeable about cryptocurrencies, we’ll guide you on where and how to buy your ideal crypto coins. Of course, these cryptos are decentralized. As such, you can’t just walk into your local bank and purchase these cryptocurrencies. Instead, you buy them from dedicated platforms known as crypto exchanges. These crypto exchange platforms usually offer diverse cryptocurrencies, allowing you to exchange your USD for your preferred crypto, such as Ethereum, Bitcoin, Litecoin, Dogecoin, etc.




However, before you purchase your first cryptocurrency, you must create an account with a reliable crypto exchange platform. There are many digital exchange marketplaces, and it may be challenging to find the best since not some don’t support gambling. Fortunately, we’ve done the research, and below we’ll review some of the best crypto exchange platforms for US players. 




So, once you select your desired platform, create an account with it, providing all the required data and verifying your account. Next, fund your account with fiat from various payment providers like Visa, Mastercard, PayPal, etc. Once you’ve set up funding, you can place an order to buy your desired cryptocurrency. After your order is fulfilled, you’re ready to start your crypto journey. Now you can create a crypto wallet to securely store your digital assets (more on that later).




Binance.US




Binance is one of the most used crypto exchanges in the world and is one of the biggest by trading volume and liquidity. It was established in 2017 and amassed millions of users since then. In addition, however, US residents have a dedicated crypto exchange platform known as Binance.US. It was created in conjunction with Binance and BAM Trading Services. As such, US players can stake, buy, sell, convert, and trade over 130 cryptocurrencies on the Binance.US platform. Unfortunately, the platform offers fewer trading assets than other exchanges, and its parent company, Binance (provides more than 400 cryptocurrencies). Still, you can find popular options like Bitcoin, Ethereum, Tether, Litecoin, Bitcoin Cash, Binance Coin (native crypto of Binance), Ripple, Solana, Cardano, etc.




Furthermore, with the Binance.US exchange, players can enjoy lower trading fees than other platforms, trading fee discounts, and a blog section to familiarize themselves with everything crypto and trading. Signing up with Binance.US is easy, but please note verification is a must as part of its efforts to prevent crypto fraud. Later you can purchase crypto via fiat payment options like bank transfers, credit, and debit cards with over 50 currencies supported, including USD. Finally, with the Binance.US mobile app, you can easily trade, convert, and buy crypto while enjoying your ideal online casino games on the best Bitcoin casinos for US players.




Crypto.com




Crypto.com is another popular crypto exchange marketplace in the US. The company was established in 2016, offering a wide range of services that allowed users to do more than just buy and hold cryptocurrencies. As such, US residents can swap, sell, stake, and trade in over 250 cryptocurrencies supported by the platform. Additionally, Crypto.com offers a separate crypto wallet, unlike Binance.US, allowing you to seamlessly deposit and withdraw at the top Bitcoin casinos on this page, crypto credit cards, and an NFT marketplace. Moreover, users can stake or hold crypto in the Crypto.com wallet for some time while earning up to 14.5% interest. 




Crypto.com also has its token, CRO, and users holding a significant stake will receive benefits such as higher staking interest rates, lower trading fees, and higher credit card rewards. Crypto.com supports many fiat currencies, including the USD, and is a secure platform offering several safety measures like multi-factor authentication (MFA). Opening an account with Crypto.com is easy, but users must complete KYC verification during registration.




Coinbase




Coinbase is a safe cryptocurrency exchange platform founded in 2012 and headquartered in the US. This is the ideal place to start if you’re a beginner in the crypto world. The exchange platform makes selling, buying, and exchanging cryptocurrencies (like buying stock online through a broker) easy. Coinbase supports over 250 cryptocurrencies, including Bitcoin, Dogecoin, Ethereum, USD Coin, Cardano, etc. Similarly, you can buy cryptocurrencies via multiple fiat currencies, including USD. 




However, its transaction fees are relatively higher compared to Binance.US and Crypto.com. Also, Coinbase controls and holds your private keys, which represent ownership of the assets you possess. Therefore, you’ll need to get the Coinbase crypto wallet the platform offers to keep your private keys. Although the company holds the private keys, they’re safely stored, and Coinbase uses strict SSL encryption measures to protect your account and assets. More importantly, Coinbase supports gambling activities, meaning you can deposit and play at the best Bitcoin casinos in the USA, even on mobile devices.




Other than the above crypto exchange platforms, you can buy and sell cryptocurrencies through marketplaces such as eToro, Gemini, ByBit, Kraken, KuCoin, and more.




Types of cryptocurrency wallets




You’ve purchased your desired cryptocurrency; now what next? Like cash in a physical wallet, cryptocurrencies must also be stored in a digital wallet for safekeeping. The digital crypto wallets allow you to manage your assets efficiently and conveniently use them when paying for services or depositing funds at your ideal Ethereum casino. As such, there are three types of crypto wallets, hot, cold, and custodial. Each has its perks and demerits, as we’ll review below. Of importance are the keys you receive (public and private) while opening a crypto wallet account. Private keys shouldn’t be shared since they are proof of ownership of your digital coins, while public keys can be shared with anyone to send and receive funds. Some famous crypto wallets you can consider to store your crypto assets include Crypto.com, Metamask, Coinbase, Exodus, etc. These are the three types of crypto wallets available:




Hot wallets




Also called software wallets, hot crypto wallets must be connected to the internet to function. However, they’re usually free to use and offer additional services like lending and staking. For a hot wallet, you simply download the wallet app, such as Coinbase, on mobile or desktop and create an account. When you register, you’ll be given a public and private key. These keys are a random cryptographically-generated string of numbers and letters (a 12 or 24-word phrase) which authorizes your transactions. The private key or seed phrase is the most crucial since losing it means you cannot access your crypto assets. Also, if anyone accesses your private key, they take control of your assets. Therefore, writing down and keeping this private key safe is advisable.




Cold wallets




These wallets are also known as hardware wallets. They don’t need an internet connection and store your data offline. That means hackers cannot access your keys, and the only way you lose your assets is if you lose the hardware device. On the other hand, cold wallets store your keys on a physical device which you can link to your mobile or computer using a QR code, USB plugin, or Wi-Fi. These devices cost around $50 to $250 and may be complicated to use. Still, they come with installation instructions. With this wallet, you’re also responsible for the safety of your private keys.




Custodial wallets




Custodial wallets are also called hosted wallets. These wallets are controlled by third-party providers meaning your private keys are in their custody. So, you’re not responsible for the private keys, unlike in non-custodial wallets (hot and cold). In addition, custodial wallets enable users to store their crypto assets on the exchange platform for easy trading. Also, these wallets have a built-in passphrase recovery system if you forget your login credentials. As such, these wallets are ideal for beginners. Finally, despite users not having their private keys for safekeeping, custodial wallets implement rigid security measures to safeguard their client’s digital assets.




Crypto casinos vs traditional online casino sites




Crypto casinos are online gambling platforms that exclusively offer deposits and withdrawals in cryptocurrencies such as ETH, BTC, USDT, LTC, and more. Bitcoin online casinos are becoming increasingly popular in the US due to their perks over traditional online casinos. That said, these are some of the key features of crypto casinos in the USA that stand out from conventional casino sites online:




Security and safety 




Cryptocurrency casinos are more secure because players don’t need to share their sensitive banking information, like credit card numbers, PINs, etc., while depositing or withdrawing at a Bitcoin or Dogecoin casino (a crypto wallet address is enough). That means chances of falling victim to online fraud are significantly reduced. Also, security is beefed up while playing at online crypto casinos in the USA since cryptographic and SSL security measures protect players.




Anonymity 




US gamblers concerned about their online privacy will enjoy the level of anonymity offered by top Bitcoin casinos. That’s because you can easily register with your email and password and start real money gambling without providing additional private data like your social security number, address, etc. With traditional casino sites, this data is needed before you can continue betting on your favorite casino games online. Still, you should know that 100% anonymity isn’t guaranteed, especially with crypto casinos that also accept fiat payment options.




Fast transactions 




Since cryptos are decentralized (no intermediaries), the best Bitcoin casinos generally process withdrawals and deposits faster than traditional online casinos. As such, you can enjoy lightning-fast crypto casino payouts, taking an hour or less compared to the 24-72 hours pending period in conventional casinos.




Higher cashout and deposit limits 




Generally, the best online casinos that accept Bitcoin will offer US players higher deposit limits or sometimes no deposit thresholds. That’s because of the nature of cryptocurrencies. However, these online Bitcoin casinos may set withdrawal limits, but they’re mostly higher than what traditional casino sites offer. Therefore, if you’re a high roller, our list of new Bitcoin casinos is ideal for betting, depositing, and withdrawing significant amounts.




Low transaction fees 




With all crypto casinos, the charged transaction fees will be lower than what their casino counterparts impose. Sometimes you’ll even incur zero costs for depositing or withdrawing in a US crypto casino. That makes the best crypto casinos a cost-effective option for players.




Generous bonuses and promotions 




Existing and new crypto casinos usually offer players more lucrative and regular promotions than conventional gambling platforms to attract more players and retain the existing ones. This is merely a marketing technique, but players can take advantage of these offers to boost their gambling bankrolls.




Transparency 




Most, if not all, crypto casinos use provably fair technology as proof that their casino games yield honest outcomes and are manipulation-free. This algorithm allows players to verify the fairness of each game result, thus building confidence and trust. Unfortunately, the same cannot be said about the RNG algorithm used in traditional online casinos, especially platforms that independent testing labs don’t publicly audit for fairness. The RNG software in conventional casinos is prone to rigging, making the provably fair algorithm based on cryptographic blockchain tech in Bitcoin online casinos more reliable, honest, and transparent. We’ll review this provably fair algorithm in detail later on this page.




The legal gambling framework in the US




Before joining a Tether casino online and commencing real money casino betting, understanding the legal gambling framework in the US is crucial. The legality of gambling in the US is complex and differs from one state to another. In most US states, gambling is prohibited, but each state has the capacity to legalize and regulate online gambling within its borders. Nevertheless, the Federal Wire Act of 1961 prohibits the use of wire communications for placing bets on sports events. The (UIGEA) Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act of 2006 also bans processing payments for illegal online gambling.




That creates a significant disparity on whether gambling is legal or not. However, since states can legalize online gambling at the state level, crypto gambling is allowed in some states, like New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Delaware. In light of this, most online Bitcoin casinos in the US operate in a legal gray area, meaning players can register and gamble online. Federal gambling laws in the US are unlikely to loosen, but states can allow gambling without interference. Therefore, as the legal framework becomes friendly towards online gambling, the potential of Bitcoin online casinos being legal is rising by the day. Confirm if crypto gambling is legal in your state and choose top Bitcoin casinos with licenses from reputable commissions like the UKGC, MGA, etc.




How we choose the best Bitcoin casino sites in the US




You must select the best crypto casino to enjoy the best online gambling experience. However, choosing a top platform is difficult since many Bitcoin casinos operate in the US. Fortunately, we’ve handpicked the best Bitcoin casinos in the US and recommended them on this page. Therefore, you don’t need to go through the time-consuming process of finding one. Below are some factors we considered when curating our Bitcoin casinos list. You can also use these elements to pick your ideal Bitcoin casinos.




Licensing and regulation




The US gambling legal scene is strict, and it’s hard for an online crypto casino to operate without a license or approval. Still, some scam sites operate unlawfully, prying on unsuspecting users and stealing their identities and finances. Therefore, we meticulously selected the best Bitcoin casinos with valid licenses from reputable regulatory organizations like the Malta Gaming Authority, UK Gambling Commission, and the Curacao e-Gaming authority to avoid that. You can check for the licensing logos at the bottom of a casino’s page to ascertain the corresponding licenses. Notably, most crypto casinos usually have the Curacao e-Gaming license.




Reputation and trustworthiness




The reputation of a Bitcoin online casino speaks volumes about its services. Crypto casinos with a high industry reputation will always provide US gamblers with a smooth and safe gambling environment. As such, when crafting our list of the best crypto casinos in the USA, we read individual reviews from players sharing their genuine and honest experiences with the gambling community in reliable forums. Our experts went a step further to register and prove every detail. In a nutshell, registering with a reputable crypto platform will offer you secure, transparent, and reliable gambling services.




Safety and security




Besides licensing, we chose crypto casinos in the USA with the best security measures to safeguard players’ data. Of course, crypto casinos are more secure than traditional casinos, but we further examined the additional security measures put in place to prevent hacks and data loss. Therefore, our recommended Bitcoin online casinos are secured with 128-bit and 256-bit SSL encryption, tall-layer security (TLS) protocols, and provide two-factor authentication (2FA) modules to prevent unauthorized access to a player’s gambling account. In addition, crypto casinos with SSL encryption will indicate the corresponding security logo at the footer of its home page. Hence, you can ascertain this yourself.




Variety of online casino games




Players have dynamic tastes and preferences regarding their choice of games, and at no point should they feel limited, as this will lead to a poor gambling experience. For that reason, we picked online casinos that accept cryptocurrencies with a massive game catalog from some popular US providers, such as Betsoft, RTG, and Pragmatic Play. The game catalog from our recommended sites is also diverse, featuring titles like progressive jackpots, online video slots, table games, lotteries, and live casino games. Some crypto casinos on our list also offer sports betting options.




User interface (UI)




The US crypto casino should possess an exceptional user interface (UI) for seamless navigation across the site. Also, the overall user experience (UX) should be impeccable, which includes swift loading titles with no lags, great graphics adaptability depending on the device, including mobile, and easy access to other features like payment methods, casino game library, customer support, bonuses, etc.




Bonuses and promotions




Not only should the crypto casino provide attractive and regular bonuses and promotions, but it should also offer fair bonus terms and conditions. Unfortunately, some casinos offer massive and irresistible bonus offers but with outrageous and unreasonable T&Cs, which are challenging to meet. It makes no sense to claim these rewards because nothing could ever come out of them. Therefore, we recommend reading a Bitcoin casino’s bonus terms and conditions before claiming any rewards. Fortunately, our top Bitcoin casinos offer bonuses with reasonable terms like wagering requirements. So, you can try your luck and try to convert these bonuses into withdrawable cash.




Deposit and withdrawal options




You should deposit and withdraw from your ideal crypto online casino in the USA via diverse cryptocurrencies. As such, we choose online Ethereum casinos accepting various cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, Litecoin, Dogecoin, Tether, Ripple, USD Coin, Bitcoin Cash, BNB, etc. That way, players will be free to choose an option with the fastest transaction times and are cost-effective. Also, some crypto casinos support fiat payment options which come in handy to players not familiar with crypto transactions (depositing, withdrawing, and buying crypto coins). Therefore, you should pick the best Bitcoin casino with your preferred payment options.




Mobile compatibility




Additionally, we consider a crypto casino’s compatibility with mobile devices. In this era, mobile devices are gold and include our everyday life. Therefore, we recommend top Bitcoin casino sites optimized for mobile gambling. That way, US players can enjoy their ideal casino games on the go on various mobile devices (iOS and Android). Mobile gameplay should be seamless and enjoyable, whether using the mobile app (if available) or the instant-play mobile casino version. Furthermore, the functionality of the mobile crypto casino should be the same as the desktop version, with no variations.




Customer support




Even when playing at the best Bitcoin casinos for US players, at some point, you may encounter problems and require assistance from customer representatives. In such emergencies, you’ll need a crypto casino with a dependable support system to help you promptly. That’s why our recommended top Bitcoin casinos in the USA offer multiple customer support channels. These include an extensive FAQ section with answers to commonly asked queries, a contact number, email, and live chat. Usually, live chat support is the best channel since responses are fast compared to email (response within 24 hours), and support is available mainly 24/7. Still, you may find some crypto casinos with a limited timeline on live chat support. In such cases, it’s best to refer to the FAQ section.




Getting started in a US Bitcoin casino




With our How to Choose the Best Bitcoin Casino and Where to buy cryptocurrencies guides, you’re well positioned to start your betting adventure in a top Bitcoin online casino. Below we’ll highlight the step-by-step process on how to create an account with a US crypto casino:




	Find your ideal crypto casino using our selection criteria. Alternatively, you can pick any top online Bitcoin casinos from our vetted and recommended list on this page.
	Next, create an account with the crypto casino. To start the registration procedure, click “Join,” “Sign Up,” or “Register,” depending on your online crypto casino site.
	On the form that pops up, fill in your details. This will include your email address, password, and username. Depending on the crypto casino, you may also choose your preferred cryptocurrency at this stage. Once you’ve filled in all the required fields, check the boxes to confirm you’ve read the casino’s T&Cs and that you’re above the legal gambling age.
	Finally, tap “Join,” “Sign Up,” or “Register” to complete the signup process.





Later, you may need to verify your email address by tapping the link sent to your email from your respective crypto casino. That will activate your account, and you can log in on mobile or desktop and launch your desired online casino games.




Depositing to the best Bitcoin casino sites




Now that you have a player account with a top Bitcoin casino, you can plan how to fund it. For Bitcoin-savvy players, the process is elementary, but for beginners, it may be a tad challenging. Nevertheless, we’ll get down to the nitty-gritty of the process to help you. As a prerequisite, you must possess a crypto wallet and load it with the cryptocurrency of your choice, BTC, LTC, DOGE, ETH, USDT, etc., before commencing the deposit process. Here’s the step-by-step guideline:




	Sign in to your player account using your login details. Then, go to the banking/cashier section and click “Deposit.”
	Depending on the US online Bitcoin casino, you’ll view various cryptocurrency payment options like Ethereum, Tether, Bitcoin, Ripple, Litecoin, Dogecoin, Bitcoin Cash, etc. So, choose your preferred cryptocurrency and proceed with the deposit process.
	Afterward, a new interface displaying your casino’s deposit wallet address will appear. Again, you should see a QR code and an address in text format. You can use the QR code option or the wallet address to deposit. To use the QR option, log in to your crypto wallet (ensure your device has a camera), tap “Send,” and select the same crypto coin you chose above. Then, scan the QR code, and your crypto wallet will capture the casino’s wallet address, enter the amount you wish to deposit and click “Send.”
	Alternatively, you can copy the wallet address provided by your crypto casino, log in to your crypto wallet, hit “Send,” and paste the casino’s address (public key) in the provided text field. Finally, enter the deposit amount and tap “Send” to complete the process.





Both methods are okay, but when using the last option, you should be keen. That’s because if you wrongly enter the casino’s wallet address, the funds will be sent to another address, and the transaction is irreversible. That means your funds will disappear. After completing the process, the deposited funds should reflect in your player account in less than five minutes. Notably, the top crypto casinos in the USA usually charge zero deposit fees, and deposits are processed instantly. Despite that, you might be charged some minimal miner fees when sending funds to your casino’s wallet address, but this is out of the influence of the Bitcoin or Tether casino. You can then begin playing your favorite Bitcoin casino games for real money.




Withdrawing from the best Bitcoin casino sites




Say you were lucky enough to land a win while playing your favorite titles. How do you cash out your winnings? The withdrawal procedure is pretty straightforward and can only take two minutes to complete. Below is the bit-by-bit withdrawal procedure:




	Sign in to your casino player account.
	Head to the cashier or wallet section and tap “Withdraw.”
	On the page that appears, you’ll see a list of cryptocurrency payout options like BTC, ETH, LTC, BCH, etc. Select your preferred option.
	Next, go to your crypto wallet, log in, and click “Deposit.” After that, select the same crypto coin you decided to withdraw with on your crypto casino. For instance, if you chose Bitcoin on your casino, select Bitcoin after you click deposit on your crypto wallet. That’s because a Bitcoin address can only receive Bitcoin. Therefore, copy the wallet address provided by your crypto wallet.
	Return to your casino’s withdrawal page and paste the address on the “Withdrawal Address” text field.
	Type in the amount you wish to withdraw, considering your crypto casino’s minimum and maximum withdrawal limits.
	Lastly, tap “Submit” or “Confirm,” depending on the crypto casino, to complete the process.





All that remains is to wait for the new crypto casino to process your cashout request. The processing times vary depending on the crypto casino’s withdrawal policies. Some may take longer, but the fastest payout Bitcoin casinos for US players should process withdrawal requests within 24 hours or less. After payout processing, cryptocurrencies have the fastest withdrawal times. Therefore, your funds should hit your crypto wallet within minutes or an hour utmost. Later, you can convert your crypto into fiat (USD or any other currency), trade, or stake if you wish.




Popular software providers in the best Bitcoin casinos in the US




As mentioned in this Bitcoin Casinos in the USA review, there are strict gambling restrictions in the country. These laws limit plenty of online casino operators and software vendors from entering the US gambling market. Therefore, that’s why you will not find online casino games from top game studios, such as Microgaming, NetEnt, Playtech, Evolution, etc., in crypto casinos in the USA. Still, you can play casino titles from several notable software publishers like Pragmatic Play, Betsoft, Rival Gaming, Realtime Gaming (RTG), and Saucify. Also, you’ll find providers like Visionary iGaming and Fresh Deck Studios in the live casino section. Here’s a brief review of these providers and the games they offer.




Realtime Gaming (RTG)




Realtime Gaming is one of the oldest casino software providers in the iGaming industry, founded in 1998. Over the years, the company has created a reputation for itself, providing high-quality and innovative games. Aligning with its slogan, “Take Gaming Seriously,” the provider’s titles pack a punch regarding graphics, sound effects, in-game mechanics, bonus features, and more, guaranteeing a thrilling gaming experience. Realtime Gaming offers over 200 online casino games, including online slots, table games, progressive jackpots, video poker, and lottery-style titles. In addition, these titles are regularly audited for fairness by Technical Systems Testing (TST) labs for fairness. As such, you can expect bias-free results while enjoying RTG’s games. Some of its most popular games include Aztec’s Treasure, The Three Stooges, Aztec’s Millions, Spirit of the Inca, etc.




Betsoft




Betsoft is a software provider established in 2006 with over 200 games in its portfolio. The company has branded itself as an industry leader in creating engaging slot content. But, truth be told, its titles are a breath of fresh air. Its games have cutting-edge graphics, innovative features, bonus rounds, orchestral soundtracks, and unique theme adaptations! How about that for an immersive gambling experience? Betsoft is a pioneer in the 3D slot world, crafting the first 3D games offering players a cinematic gaming adventure. Besides online slots, the company provides table games, poker, video poker, and progressive jackpots. Notably, its casino games are audited by GLI and mobile compatible, and the MGA licenses Betsoft, which is active in the crypto market.




Rival Gaming




Rival Gaming is another prominent online casino software provider in the United States. It started its operations in 2005 and introduced its first game in 2006. Over the years, the company has amplified its portfolio and created more than 200 online casino games accessible in 11 different languages on desktop and mobile devices. The company is famous for its trademark i-Slots (the “i” stands for interactive) which offer players an engaging gaming experience. These slots feature brief episodic storylines that unravel as players play, adding to the fun and excitement. In addition, Rival Gaming offers a vast collection of slot games, including 3-reel classic slots, 5-reel video slots, and progressive slots. Besides that, you can find table games, video poker, and some specialty games in its collection.




Saucify




Initially founded as BetOnSoft in 2006, the software provider, Saucify, was rebranded in 2014 as we know it today. The company offers over 100 casino games, including video slots, video poker, table games, and keno. Saucify titles feature top-notch 3D graphics and models, unique soundtracks and themes, and some titles linked to a progressive jackpot system. In addition, Saucify games support multiple languages and different currencies, including some cryptocurrencies, which are mobile-compatible and audited by iTech Labs for fairness.




Pragmatic Play




With a vision to be the world’s favorite game developer, Pragmatic Play, founded in 2015, is definitely amongst the best casino content suppliers. The company has over 200 top-quality online casino games, including innovative video slots, table games, bingo, progressive jackpots, and virtual sports. Besides that, Pragmatic Play supplies live dealer tables and live casino game shows like the famous Sweet Bonanza CandyLand. The multi-award-winning studio has multiple licenses, including the UKGC and MGA, games in over 30 languages, and supports numerous currencies. Its games feature innovative themes and storylines, state-of-the-art graphics, immersive soundtracks, and unique in-game mechanics that deliver a memorable gambling experience. Besides that, Pragmatic Play offers network tournaments like the famous Drops and Wins, which adds some extra excitement to its games.




Visionary iGaming (ViG)




Visionary iGaming is a live dealer software provider. That means that it only supplies live casino games. The company was founded in 2008, and its main offices are in Costa Rica, where its live games stream from. Although the quality of its titles doesn’t compare to top brands like Evolution, Ezugi, or Pragmatic Play, it’s a great addition to US online Bitcoin casino players who’d fancy a taste of live gambling. ViG offers multiple versions of live blackjack, roulette, and baccarat, streaming in English and Spanish from dedicated studios. Additionally, the games feature quality HD streams, real-life dealers, and multiple cameras offering close-up views of the game as it unfolds.




Casino games in the best Bitcoin casinos in the US




Crypto casino games are not different from the ones you’ll find at traditional online casinos. The primary difference is that in the former, you can place bets through cryptocurrencies like BTC, while in the latter, you use fiat like USD, EUR, etc. Unfortunately, in the US, most prominent providers don’t operate there (as mentioned above). Therefore, the number of games you can expect in Bitcoin casinos for US players is average compared to what other crypto casinos in other countries, like, for example, Canada, offer. Still, you can enjoy game categories like online slots, live casino releases, table games, progressive jackpots, bingo, scratch, and more, depending on the available game studios. Let’s look at the game categories available in Bitcoin casinos in the USA.




Online slots in US online Bitcoin casinos




Among most US players, slot games are the most popular game category. That’s because they’re easy to play, captivating, and don’t have complicated rules like table games. So, even if you’re a beginner, you can enjoy online slots without much fuss. More importantly, you can spin the reels for as little as $0.10. You’ll find online slots in Bitcoin online casinos from noteworthy providers such as Pragmatic Play, RTG, Saucify, Rival Gaming, and Betsoft. As such, you can expect high-graphics slots with cutting-edge soundtracks, unique mechanics, bonus features, and extensive coverage of slot themes and storylines. 




Examples of slot themes available include mythology, safari, Halloween, sports, animals, space, fantasy, adventure, fruits, etc. Besides that, these slots feature bonus features like multipliers, wilds, free spins, respins, scatters, bonus rounds, cascading reels, and mechanics like Megaways and Hold and Win., which add excitement to regular gameplay. Online slots are subdivided into the following categories:




Classic slots




These kinds of slot games resemble the slot machines in Vegas, except that you don’t physically pull the lever. Instead, since you’re playing online, you only need to tap “Spin,” and the reels will spin automatically. Likewise, classic slots feature a simplistic layout of only a few paylines and three reels. You only need to match three symbols on the reels to get a payout while playing these slots. In addition, most of them have a fruit theme where melons, oranges, lemons, cherries, etc., are used. Moreover, they feature the chime and arcade-style beep sounds like in land-based slot machines. However, most three-reel classic slot games don’t have bonus features, such as free spins like in the case of five-reel slots.




Five-reel slots




Five-reel slot games are an upgrade of the classic slots. They’re more sophisticated and complex in every aspect. This includes cutting-edge graphics, better visuals, more storyline and theme adaptations, and immersive soundtracks. Additionally, they come with additional bonus features like wilds, scatters, multipliers, and mechanics like Megaways, etc. The bonus elements can be triggered during standard gameplay to offer more exciting payouts. Five-reel slots feature five reels and 25 paylines, but some titles have more paylines. Despite this complexity, they’re easy to play, and after spinning the reels, payouts are calculated if you win. To receive a payout, you must match three or more symbols.




Progressive jackpot slots




Crypto casinos in the USA also offer slots with a progressive jackpot. These slots have a progressive jackpot mechanic, allowing them to offer US players millions of dollars in jackpot prizes. What happens is that every time a player wagers on a progressive slot, a portion of their bet is secluded and added to the prize pool. The prize pool will increase gradually as more players play until the jackpot is won. If that happens, the jackpot pool resets, and the accumulation process starts afresh. If you’d like to try your luck to hit a gig win, progressive jackpot slots are ideal. Notably, they play like other slot games, and if you reach the jackpot round, you might be lucky to win it. Other slots that may provide massive payouts are Megaways, which offer more than 117,649 winning ways per spin. As such, a lucky single spin could yield incredible payouts.




Table games in US online Bitcoin casinos




Table and card casino games are another captivating game category at our recommended Bitcoin online casinos. They feature somewhat complex rules, but it’s nothing a few gambling sessions and research couldn’t fix. Besides that, table games are fun and thrilling and offer some of the best odds and payouts. Below are some of the most popular table games you can play.




Online blackjack




Blackjack is an excellent choice if you fancy card games. The game uses a 52-card playing deck, and cards are assigned values. For example, picture cards (K, Q, J) and 10 have 10 points, cards 2 through 9 take their face values, and aces are worth either 1 or 11. In online blackjack, to win the round, you must defeat the virtual dealer by acquiring a better hand or getting a hand worth 21 without busting (exceeding 21). When the game begins, you’ll receive two cards, and you can split, double down, stand, or hit (draw another card), depending on the dealer’s hand and your hand.




Fortunately, this RNG blackjack version has no time limit when placing bets since cards will be dealt after you tap “Deal.” Besides the primary wager, some online blackjack versions include side bets like 21+3, perfect pairs, etc. That said, some online blackjack versions in the best Bitcoin casinos in the US include European Blackjack, American Blackjack, Multihand BJ, 21 Burn Blackjack, Blackjack Perfect Pairs, etc. The availability of these titles will depend on the game studios in the crypto casino.




Online roulette




Roulette is another exciting table game you can play. Again, it’s easy to learn and thrilling. In online roulette, the table is a tad challenging to learn, especially with the numerous bet types available. Besides that, knowing which roulette wheel model you’re using is crucial. That said, there are two models, the European wheel model (with 37 pockets) and the American wheel (with 38 slots, including a double zero). The latter is more prevalent in America. Despite the wheel models, the types of bets you can place remain the same; Outside bets (dozens, red/black, odd/even, column, and high/low) and Inside (straight up, split, corner, line, street). 




Fortunately, in a single round, you can place simultaneous bets to try and increase your winning chances. The Straight Up bet is the most popular in online roulette and involves predicting which pocket the roulette ball will land on the spinning wheel. Besides, the bet pays the highest (35:1) among all other bets. You can refer to the roulette paytable for a comprehensive view of the paytable. American, French, and European Roulette are the most prevalent online roulette variations in US crypto casinos.




Other games in US online Bitcoin casinos




Besides slots, roulette, and blackjack, online casinos that accept Bitcoin offer a variety of other games, such as online baccarat, scratch card games, and bingo. In addition to these titles, US players can play dice games like craps plus various video poker titles.




Playing online craps is easy since you only need to correctly predict the outcome of the dice roll to win the round. In this game, you have several betting options such as place bets, odds, come and don’t come bets, etc. However, the pass line and don’t pass line bets are the most common. For example, if you have a wager on the don’t pass line bet, you’ll win if the come-out roll (first dice roll) is a 2, 3, or 12. On the contrary, the pass-line bet wins if the come-out roll is either a 7 or 11 (known as a natural). In case none of these numbers is rolled, the rolled number, say 8, becomes the point, and you must roll that point number to win the round. It’s that easy! Notably, some bets in craps have zero house edge.




For video poker enthusiasts in the US, several variations are available, including Jacks or Better, Joker Poker, Aces and Faces, and Deuces Wild. Video poker is equally easy to play, especially if you have played poker before. In VP, a 52-card deck is used, and in some variations, the Joker cards are used. No matter the VP version, you’ll receive five cards at the beginning, and depending on your cards, you can hold the ones likely to make your hand strong and replace the rest. The goal is to get the strongest hand to win. You can access your game’s rules and paytable from your title’s menu since the rules vary depending on the video poker titles.




Live casino games in US online Bitcoin casinos




As mentioned above, the only live dealer providers operating in the US are Visionary iGaming and Fresh Deck Studios. As such, the live casino game portfolio available in most crypto casinos in the USA is limited to a few versions of live roulette, blackjack, poker, and baccarat. Sadly, these providers don’t produce live game shows. However, since Pragmatic Play operates in the country, you may find crypto casinos offering the provider’s live games and shows. 




So, if you fancy live gambling, you can enjoy the experience of chatting with other players, the real-life croupier dealing cards, and the multiple cameras that aim to capture every moment of the game to deliver an immersive gaming experience. These games are set up in purpose-built studios and stream in real-time through an HD video stream. Importantly, these games are compatible with mobile devices, allowing US players to enjoy live gambling on the move.




Provably fair technology in Bitcoin casinos




Provably fair technology is a popular feature in most crypto casinos. The technology originated in the Bitcoin blockchain network, and as such, it’s based on blockchain. Nevertheless, it’s also available in regular fiat-only casinos. So, what is provably fair? It’s an algorithm based on cryptographic blockchain technology that allows US punters to verify the fairness of the outcomes of their favorite online casino games. That way, players can enjoy gambling with the confidence of no malice to manipulate game results from casinos. However, this algorithm isn’t fitted into every casino game. Only a few software providers have included it in their games, with BGaming being the first in the iGaming industry. That means you cannot verify the game’s results if you’re not playing a casino game with provably fair technology.




How provably fair technology works




Despite offering players hands-on experience in ascertaining the honesty of game outcomes, most punters don’t know how it works. Fortunately, we’re here to help. It’s pretty simple, actually. So, every time you launch a provably fair title, the algorithm computes the round’s outcome in advance using three variables:




	The server seed: It’s provided by your Bitcoin online casino.
	The client seed: It’s generated by your web browser.
	The cryptographic nonce: This variable helps players track each bet at the end of the gaming session. The nonce increases with each bet you place, starting from either 0 or 1, depending on your best crypto casino.





Therefore, before placing your bets, you’ll receive an encrypted (hashed) server seed from your ETH casino. Please note that neither the casino nor you can change this seed since it’s hashed, and cryptographic blockchain technology has a reputation for being impenetrable. Later, your browser will randomly generate a client seed. You can adjust this seed, and it’s advisable to do so. These two seeds (server and client) will then interact to determine the round’s outcome. All bets are then settled accordingly. Once the game ends, you’ll receive an unhashed (decrypted) client seed, which you’ll use to verify the game’s fairness.




How to check game fairness




Since you know how the algorithm works, let’s get to its execution. How do you verify a round’s outcome? Here, the cryptographic nonce will be crucial. Because it records every wager you place, you can easily select a specific event to prove its trustworthiness. Now head to your game’s “History” page containing all your bets. Next, tap the “Info” toggle and copy the Validation String of your preferred outcome. Afterward, look for any free SHA-256 hash generator online and paste the validation string details on the data field. Finally, tap “Generate” to receive your hash code. So, if the produced code matches your game’s hash code, then the outcome is legitimate.




Bonuses and promotions in Bitcoin casinos in the US




Bonuses are a focal part of any online casino since operators use them as a marketing tool to entice more players to join their brands. The same is also true for online crypto casinos in the USA. In fact, crypto casinos tend to offer better bonus offers than traditional platforms. That’s probably due to the decentralized nature of cryptocurrencies that gives crypto casinos the flexibility to reward players more. However, no matter how irresistible the bonus is, you should know they usually come with strings attached.




These conditions are sometimes too dubious and unachievable, rendering these rewards moot since players can’t get anything out of them. Still, bonuses are a great way to boost your bankroll, and they offer extended gambling sessions while playing your favorite crypto casino games. Therefore, we advise US players to read a reward’s terms and conditions beforehand to determine whether it’s reasonable to claim. Some of the bonuses and promotions offered by the best Bitcoin casinos for US players include cashback, deposit match bonuses, free spins, loyalty rewards, signup bonuses, and no-deposit rewards. Here’s a brief overview of these bonus offers:




Welcome bonuses




This type of reward, also known as a signup bonus, is reserved for new US players joining a new crypto casino. Depending on the crypto casino, the welcome bonus could offer you several Bitcoins, usually between 1 and 5 BTC or higher. That’s a far more significant welcome offer than traditional online casinos, say $5000 or $10,000 at best. Also, some online Bitcoin casinos may offer a tiered bonus, rewarding you on your first, second, third, and fourth deposits. In addition, it’s normal for other crypto platforms to throw in some free spins as part of the welcome package or offer them as a standalone signup bonus. No matter the bonus system, you must deposit a qualifying amount to claim the welcome bonus. While some welcome prizes are awarded automatically, others may require a unique casino bonus code. So, kindly be keen for such clauses when claiming the reward.




Deposit match bonuses




A deposit match bonus is the reward players receive at a Bitcoin/Dogecoin casino after depositing a qualifying crypto amount. Usually, they’re known as reload bonuses and can be claimed after grabbing the welcome bonus. Unlike the one-time signup reward, deposit match bonuses are more regular and can appear daily or weekly, depending on the crypto casino. Therefore, a match bonus is awarded as a percentage up to a max limit. For instance, a Bitcoin casino may offer a 50% reload match bonus up to 1 BTC after meeting the minimum deposit requirement, say 0.0001 BTC or other cryptocurrency equivalents. Besides cash bonuses, reload bonuses may also feature a set of free spins. You must also wager deposit match bonuses several times before requesting cash outs from bonus winnings.




Free spins




If you’re a slot enthusiast, this is the kind of bonus t watch out for in a US crypto casino. You can grab free spins bonuses in multiple avenues, including reload, no-deposit, and welcome rewards. In addition, during specific tournaments, players receive free spins for topping the respective leaderboards. Usually, you’ll receive between 10 and 200 free spins, depending on the bonus offer. Still, as a standard, you must wager these spins on specific online slots or slots from a particular game provider. While wagering, please consider the rollover requirements, min and max bets, free spins expiry, and maximum payout from the free spins.




Cashback




In online gambling, you can win or lose. Although losses are inevitable in gambling, players can mitigate them by taking advantage of cashback bonuses. Cashback bonuses are rewards programs crypto casinos in the USA offer that enable players to recover a percentage of their real money casino losses. However, not all crypto casinos offer a cashback program. Depending on the Bitcoin casino’s policies, cashback is typically awarded daily, weekly, or monthly. This reward is usually awarded as a percentage ranging between 5% and 25%, with higher rates reserved for VIP players. However, cashback rewards come with certain terms and conditions, including minimum and maximum cashback amounts, validity periods, and rollover requirements.




Loyalty/ VIP bonuses




Besides regular promotions like reload bonuses, etc., top Bitcoin casinos in the US offer players a loyalty program that rewards the most loyal punters. The loyalty/VIP programs vary from one crypto casino to another in terms of design (number of VIP levels, ranking and progressing systems, etc.). In addition, some VIP plans offer a comp point program to go along with it, where you earn points as you play for real money and later use these points to advance the various VIP stages or redeem them for casino bonuses. Notably, some online Bitcoin casinos have an invite-only program; in others, you join the loyalty scheme immediately after registration. Therefore, whichever the structure, VIP players will receive various benefits, such as:




	Lower playthrough requirements.
	Higher withdrawal and deposit limits.
	Access to exclusive tournaments and events.
	Personal account managers.
	Priority withdrawals.
	VIP customer support services, etc.





Please note that these benefits will vary across Bitcoin casinos in the USA.




Pros and cons of Bitcoin online casinos




Pros:




	Players can enjoy some sense of anonymity and privacy.
	They’re highly secure and safe.
	Transparent due to provably fair technology in casino games.
	The best Bitcoin casinos offer more attractive bonuses and promotions.
	Instant deposits.
	Super-fast withdrawal times.
	They provide higher deposit and payout limits.
	Bitcoin casinos are cost-effective due to the low transaction fees offered by cryptocurrencies.
	Mostly, deposits and cashouts are free.





Cons:




	Crypto transactions are irreversible if you deposit or withdraw to the wrong wallet address.
	Cryptocurrencies are volatile, meaning that their prices can rise and sink unpredictably.





Mobile Bitcoin casinos in the US




The advent of mobile gambling revolutionized how most gamblers enjoy their favorite casino games. With a smartphone or tablet, you can play at a real money crypto casino from anywhere in the USA. This flexibility and convenience have made mobile gambling a go-to option among most US gamblers, giving them access to gaming accounts with just a few taps. In this modern age, virtually all online Bitcoin casinos have optimized their websites to support mobile gambling. That means you can visit the casino from your device’s (iOS or Android) browser, sign in to the Bitcoin mobile casino, deposit, and play casino games on the go without even downloading any mobile apps.




Alternatively, you can download a dedicated mobile app from your crypto casino’s page to enjoy more convenience and flexibility. However, we don’t recommend downloading these apps from app stores (only from the platform’s page) since they don’t support real money casino gambling. Still, that’s plausible for Android users, as iOS devices don’t allow third-party apps. So instead, iOS users can use progressive web apps (PWAs) installed as web app shortcuts on their phone’s home screen and can function offline. PWAs can run on any device. Regardless of your choice, mobile gaming at crypto casinos offers the same level of security and privacy as desktop gaming while providing easy access to bonuses, mobile-customized games, customer support, and more on the fly.




Responsible gambling measures in US Bitcoin Casinos




All crypto casinos in the USA have measures put in place to help players who might be struggling with gambling addiction. Unfortunately, it’s a real problem that affects your mental health, family, and friends. Still, the best Bitcoin casinos for US players offer several tools to help curb and manage irresponsible gambling behaviors. These include:




	Self-assessment test: This is a questionnaire involving a series of questions that help you determine if you have a gambling problem or are developing one. It’s highly advisable to take this test. The Bitcoin casino usually provides it.
	Setting limits: As part of the mitigation process, crypto casinos in the USA allow punters to set deposit, wager, loss, and session limits to help limit the amount of money and time used in gambling. These limits can be activated from your profile and set daily.
	Cooling-off: With this tool, you can take a short break from gambling, usually for 24 hours, one month, or up to six months. You cannot access your account, deposit, or bet during this period until the cooling-off period elapses.
	Self-exclusion: Think of this as an extended cooling-off period. With self-exclusion, you stay off gambling for at least six months up to 5 years or more. This will restrict you from playing or even registering at sister crypto casinos. Usually, you must contact customer support to activate the self-exclusion tool.





Besides these tools, you can seek professional help from organizations such as Gambling Therapy, Gamblers Anonymous, etc., which provide free assistance. You can always find this information on the Responsible Gambling page of any crypto casino. Please note that you must be of legal age to gamble online.




Conclusion




Despite the strict gambling laws in the US, crypto gambling is still prevalent. This is because the best Bitcoin casinos for US players offer more than just casino games. Playing at a Bitcoin casino means you’ll enjoy much-needed privacy and security, extraordinary bonuses and promotions, and game transparency, thanks to the provably fair technology and anonymity. In addition, players will enjoy higher transaction limits, low transaction fees, and above all, lightning-fast withdrawals. With all these perks, it’s hard to say no to crypto gambling.




However, if you’re a beginner and are uncertain about the crypto world, our laser-guided article will help you navigate smoothly. As such, this comprehensive article has everything from where to buy cryptocurrencies, the most popular cryptos, and types of crypto wallets to how to deposit, withdraw, and start real money gambling. More importantly, on this page, you’ll find the best Bitcoin casinos for US players to help you begin crypto gambling on the front foot.





USA Bitcoin Casino FAQ



⭐ What is Bitcoin?


In brief words, Bitcoin is a digital (cryptographic) currency that excludes the use of intermediaries in transactions between two parties. History of all bitcoin transactions is recorded in a public ledger aka blockchain.



 



⭐ What is a bitcoin casino? 


This is actually a usual online casino with a handful of added features such as acceptance of BTC (and other crypto) as a means of payment and betting BTC in slots and table games. 



 


⭐ How to purchase bitcoins?


Bitcoins are traded on online exchanges. A person can buy bitcoins for fiat money (dollars, euros) through traditional payment options such as debit or credit cards, electronic wallets, ATMs and cash. Bitcoins are always stored in a special crypto wallet.



 


⭐ Where to purchase bitcoins?


The safest and most cost-efficient way is to buy bitcoins in exchanges (trading platforms) that offer the best exchange rates and boast of spotless reputation (Binance, Kraken, Coinbase). Exchanges normally take a small fee for each deal.



 


⭐ What is a bitcoin wallet?


Bitcoins that have been bought and received are stored in a bitcoin wallet. There are a few types of bitcoin wallets that differ in the level of security, accessibility and other major and minor properties. The main types of wallets are Hot (software, web, mobile wallets) and Cold (paper wallet, hardware wallet). 



 


⭐ Is betting BTC in online casinos legal?


There are no explicit U.S. state or federal laws to prohibit depositing and/or betting bitcoins in online casinos. 



 


⭐ How to get started in a bitcoin casino?


The first step is to create an account with the bitcoin casino. The second step is to deposit BTC to the casino account with a purpose of betting real money.



 


⭐ How does a bitcoin casino work?


A typical bitcoin casino provides kind of online playground for adult gamblers, with slots, blackjack and other online casino games. If a user has a positive balance, s/he is entitled to cash out winnings in bitcoins. 
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